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Mission Narratives That Prevent Buddhists from
Finding Christ within Their Oikos
by Jens Bernhard
Editor’s Note: This article was presented to the Asia Society for Frontier Mission,
Bangkok, Thailand, October 2017.

Why Tackle Mission Narratives?

T

he purpose of this brief paper is to illuminate the counterproduc-

tive impact of some mission narratives among Buddhists. I want to
address how they function, how they prevent the good news from

being understood, and to make some suggestions about how they might be

changed. Specifically, I want to show how these narratives are diametrically

opposed to the early church’s concept of oikos (household, family). Oikos starts

with the extended family in mind, yet so often today the gospel is presented as
a decision an individual has to make between Christianity and their extended

family and community. To be regarded as a follower of Christ, a Buddhist has

to join the religion of Christianity. She does so against her family, her community, her oikos, and quite contrary to numerous examples in the New Testament.1 So, I want to take a very complicated topic and reduce it to a simple
set of axioms so that we can see just how our narratives are opposed to the

Buddhist oikos.

My assumption is that new missionaries and people interested in mission base
most of their actions on a few underlying narratives. It is these narratives

that determine their strategy, the people they work with, and how they filter
missiological papers. Very often the underlying power of those narratives

does not get much attention, while their correctness and usefulness is widely

assumed, and almost never questioned. Some of these narratives are, without
a doubt, wonderful (“show God’s love wherever you can”); others seem to be

useful and doctrinally correct, but a deeper analysis would show that they are

very dysfunctional. In fact, they prevent outright a Buddhist from considering

Christ as an option.
After living and working in Asia for
ten years, Jens Bernhard has pursued
the question of how Buddhists can
follow Christ in an Asian context
without any cultural baggage.
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This is not to say that those in mission work don’t try to tackle these embed-

ded narratives. After the first few years on the mission field, many in mission

work will critically reflect on their work and try hard to improve. They go to
conferences and learn what they can—some even making time to read
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missiological papers and books. Yet
often there is this nagging sense that a
lot of missiological research is not very
applicable to a specific situation; and,
even if it is, it does not spell out specific
action steps that might be considered
useful. While missiological research can
be tremendously helpful, most often the
real action is influenced by underlying
mission narratives. It’s usually because
these narratives are straightforward,
logical, perceived as doctrinally correct,
and perpetuated by the vast majority of
mission-interested evangelicals.

Some Important Narratives
and How They Form a
Cohesive Unit

It is not possible to tackle all of the
narratives that may have built the
foundational worldview of an evangelical missionary, so I have selected
a few that have had a negative impact
on bringing Buddhists to Christ, and
that have disregarded the fundamental
place of oikos in the Buddhist world.
1. “Buddhism is a false religion
(because it is incoherent, Godopposing and life-denying2) and
therefore . . .”
2. “Buddhists must become ‘Christians’ and join a Christian church if
they truly want to follow Christ.”
3. “It is always better to work
together with local Christians;
they know the culture and the
language better than any outsider
can hope to learn in a reasonable
amount of time” and therefore . . .
4. “Because local believers don’t bother
to learn Buddhist beliefs, and
because some individual Buddhists
do come to Christ anyway, it is a
waste of time to study Buddhism
or what Buddhists really believe.”

While studying Buddhism may remain quite an anathema, missionaries
increasingly want to avoid presenting
an overly Western gospel, so new and
more sensitive narratives are starting
to gain some traction:
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5. “Just communicate the gospel in
love. God’s word will make sense
in and of itself ” and therefore . . .
6. “Just give them the Bible in their
language, or at least the New Testament. The church will explain it and
the Holy Spirit will bring it to life.”
7. “Let’s contextualize to their local
culture, as Jesus is not against their
culture per se. If we do not reject
their culture, we can demonstrate
that it is possible to be Thai (or
Burmese or . . .) and also Christian.”

The logical integrity of these narratives
is persuasive. That logic is embedded
in a thought-style that goes like this:
If there were any truth in Buddhism,
Buddhists would be at least interested

The logical integrity
of these
mission narratives
is persuasive.

in Christ as the truth3 that would guide
them in the right direction. But Buddhist doctrines seem to oppose biblical
truth at every turn, and because it is
fruitless to point that out to Buddhists,
the best thing is to erase any talk about
Buddhist traditions and concentrate on
the love and power of Christ. If even local Christians do not deem it necessary
to engage with Buddhists about their
beliefs, outsiders should not appear
overly smart by trying to know more
about Buddhism than the Buddhists
themselves. If knowing Buddhism
had been helpful, evangelical scholars
would have found that out over the
last 150 years as they ventured into
the Buddhist scriptures, the Tipitaka,
in the classical Buddhist language of
Pali.4 It might be that it is possible for

Muslims to follow Christ and maintain
a Muslim identity (because they at least
are still in the Abrahamic tradition); or
it might even be possible for Hindus to
choose Yeshu as their only God; but it
is not possible for Buddhists, because
Buddha rejected the notion of one supreme Godhead. Hence, Buddhists cannot remain within their Buddhist world
if they want to follow Christ.

The task of outsiders is, therefore, perceived as helping the local Christians
in their efforts. The narrative continues:
If the scriptures were to be available
in local languages and if pastors were
to be able to explain them properly
so that Buddhists could understand
what Christianity is all about, they
would believe in Jesus and join the
church. As long as the church is not
Western, but rather Thai or Burmese,
etc., all will be fine. Contextualization can be really helpful.

What’s Wrong with These
Narratives?

These narratives are internally cohesive,
widely accepted, and unfortunately, do
not result in much fruit. And where
there is any fruit, it is more often an assault on the oikos (household), with individual converts extracted and grafted
into a foreign religious world. Yet, this
reality simply reinforces the correctness
of this narrative in the minds of Christians. Buddhists must be so blinded
that they cannot really see the truth
nor the goodness of God being made
visible in the form of the church. This
myth simply perpetuates itself.

The problem, as I see it, is that these
narratives do not have their roots
in the Bible (but in tradition) and
prevent Buddhists from considering
Christ within their oikos. This raises a
couple of questions.
First, is God not able to reveal truth
to non-Christians? It’s apparent that
he was able to communicate certain
truths to the Stoics.5 Their turning
to Christ is remarkable, especially in
comparison to the Jews, the majority

of whom did not recognize Christ as
the Messiah even though they had
had more specific revelation from God
than any other people group on earth.
And it’s interesting to note in the biblical account just how often the apostle
Paul communicated the good news
of Christ on the basis of some Stoic
beliefs.6 He basically uses certain Stoic
beliefs because those beliefs are true
and he builds on that truth. All truth
comes from God and God reveals his
truth to whomever, and however, he
wants to. So, if Paul was able to find
and communicate truths within Stoic
philosophy, why would we not look
within Buddhist traditions? If truth
comes ultimately from God, why are
we open to God speaking in a familiar
way to Stoics but not to Buddhists?7
By rejecting Buddhism categorically as
a false religion, are we either accidentally or willfully rejecting those parts of
Buddhist traditions or worldview that
might just be God’s work of preparation for the good news of Christ? Is it
the role of missionaries to unilaterally
disregard this work of God?
Secondly, must Buddhists become
Christians? Do they have to join the
existing Christian community or do
they simply have to follow Christ?
If the goal is to make them Christian, then the Christian tradition has
become more important than Christ
himself. Is Christ not bigger than
human traditions? Is it the task of
missionaries to propagate the Christian religion over Christ? If Christ
is not the obstacle for a Buddhist,
then whatever the obstacle actually is,
shouldn’t that obstacle be removed?
Otherwise, Christians and missionaries are not being faithful to Christ.
Might not the real obstacle be that
we are presenting Christ in such a
way that if a Buddhist wants to follow
Christ he can only imagine doing
so if he were to convert to a foreign
religion—Christianity?
What we see nowadays is that local
believers in a Buddhist context do not
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re we accidentally or willfully rejecting those
parts of Buddhist traditions or worldview
that might just be God’s work of preparation?

want to engage with Buddhists about
their Buddhist beliefs, partly because
they don’t know much about Buddhist
beliefs; but, it’s also partly because of
the example missionaries have presented them. Buddhist converts were
extracted from their own oikos and
enculturated into Christianity and now
they simply follow the example given
them by missionaries. And where missionaries, like Daniel Gogerly in Sri
Lanka, did engage with Buddhists and
their tradition, they did so in a more
polemic, colonialist style, and only with
the intention of showing them how
wrong they were to believe what Buddha had taught them.8
We can see this in Daniel John Gogerly’s work from 1885:
We are therefore compelled to assert
that Buddhism is not the true religion:
for he who was mistaken in three instances may have been mistaken in
three hundred . . . and it necessarily
follows that Buddhism is not the true
religion and ought to be rejected.9

Even nowadays, the same line of
thinking is common among evangelicals. In The Lotus and the Cross: Jesus
talks with Buddha, Ravi Zacharias
states in his introduction in 2010:
Jesus and Buddha cannot both be right.
The lotus is the symbol of Buddhism; the
cross, the symbol of the Christian faith.
Behind the two symbols stand two diametrically opposed beliefs.10

It’s possible that this approach created so much hurt and pushback that
generations of missionaries “threw out
the baby with the bathwater.” They no
longer engage with Buddhists at all. By
this lack of engagement, they affirm
the dogma, “Buddhism is not the true
religion.” How was creating religious
antagonism beneficial? Again, the
apostle Paul, in Athens on Mars Hill
speaking of an unknown God, in a

society far more idolatrous than Buddhist societies, sought out what God
had prepared in their own literature,
poetry, and religious belief system.11 Yet,
today’s missionaries too often think that
practicing the opposite is advantageous
for mission among Buddhists.

Terms of Translation

With respect to local Christians, do
they really know better how to engage
with Buddhists or are they struggling
at least as much as the ignorant outsider? If Gogerly learned Pali in order
to refute Buddhists, why don’t local or
outside believers learn Pali in order to
search more positively for God’s points
of revelation within the Tipitaka?12

This lack of engagement is reflected
in Bible translation. The underlying
evangelical narrative of translation is
based, first of all, on dispensing with
all Buddhist words and concepts.13
The narrative encourages the invention
and use of new terms and concepts
that are so patently wrong that they
are immediately unbiblical. A shallow,
misguided understanding of Buddhism, embedded in the narrative,
leads to distorted meanings.
One example would be the correspondence of the concept of a “karmic
heaven” with that of the kingdom of
God, the implication being that God
is conditioned by karma. Suffice it to
say, if God were karmic, he would be
(at the very least) under the condition of “dissatisfactoriness” (dukkha)
and subject to death in the Buddhist
mind. Because such an idea does not
portray the God of the Bible, it would
be recommended to stay as far away as
possible from terms that suggest that
God could be karmic—even if it is
only to give Buddhists a more accurate
picture of the biblical idea of God.
34:1—4 2017
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If Buddhists, who do not know Christ
already, reject this faulty translation of
a karmic god, how more likely would
they embrace the truth of Christ if
it finally were to be communicated
properly? Right now, the Buddhist
understanding of God is closer to
Satan than it is biblical.14 Cleaning up
some fundamental misunderstanding
should not be an impossible task, but
with the underlying narrative being
“Buddhism is a false religion,” hardly
anyone seems to be bothered to do so.
The distorted understanding Buddhists
get when reading something like John
3:16 (Thai translation), which casts
God in the most unfavorable (and unbiblical!) light possible, should expose
the dysfunction of this overarching
narrative.15 Practically speaking, how
then can the Bible speak for itself?
This may sound extreme, but I am not
aware of even a single New Testament
translation into a heart language that
leaves the Buddhists who read it on
their own with a correct understanding
of this pivotal evangelical proposition.
Why then would self-theologizing
even work? And if Buddhist-context
self-theologizing has been rendered
impossible by incorrect Bible translations, it consequently becomes
impossible to avoid Western involvement and to cast off the shadows of a
dominant colonial past.
All this leaves new missionaries in the
quicksand of misunderstanding. Since
they are unfamiliar with the depth of
Buddhist philosophy, they reduce the
good news to “God is love” and “Jesus
loves you.” Therefore, their narrative
becomes “I simply have to love my
Buddhist neighbor and he will find
Christ and experience the love of the
Christian community.” Their expectation is that new believers will start
to follow Christ and become Christians. Yet, even this love-approach
is still based on the idea that, in the
end, the Christian religion is superior
and Christ can only be found within
Christianity. Buddhists want to find
Christ, but not the Christ that can
International Journal of Frontier Missiology

only be embraced when the Christian
religion is embraced first, but the
Christ whom they experience, starting with a Buddhist perspective. This
Christ is biblical, but not Christian; he
is biblical and Buddhist.16
Again, Christianity and the love of
Christ-followers is perceived as polarized against the natural oikos (household) of the Buddhist communities.
How can Christians avoid Buddhists
getting the idea that while Christians
talk about love and act lovingly, it is
all to deceive 17 Buddhists and drive
a wedge between them and their
families and communities? Why not
instead foster a narrative that values
and strengthens their oikos? Can we
not show some fundamental respect

The underlying
paradigm is that
Buddhism is bad, but
culture is neutral.

for the way their religious civilization
has helped to maintain the identity of
the oikos?

Underlying Our
Contextualization

One of the most recently developed
mission narratives deserves some
extended attention:
Let’s contextualize the church to
their local culture, as Jesus is not
against their culture per se. If we do
not reject their culture, we can demonstrate that it is possible to be Thai
(or Burmese or . . .) and Christian.

This narrative seems at first to finally
get rid of all colonialism and Western
dominance. It does not need to ridicule

Buddhist traditions as it safely ignores
anything religiously Buddhist. It tries
to completely separate religion from
culture. It proclaims that there is good
culture and good traditions, especially
if some elements are reinterpreted—
like the use of incense symbolizing
prayers to God. The idea is,
If you become a Christian, you can
still act like your Buddhist family and
friends (to a certain degree that is18)
because we are not against your Thai
or Burmese or . . . culture. Jesus loves
your culture. So, you can now worship Christ from within your culture.
You can be a good Thai citizen and
a Christian. Just be Thai in all your
Christian expressions.

The intention behind this narrative is
to directly refute the notion that being
Thai means being Buddhist.19 The underlying paradigm is that Buddhism
is bad, but culture is neutral. To its
credit, the narrative does not impose
Western culture any more, for Christianity can be adaptable; it can find
expressions in any culture of the world
(because culture is neutral). Although
this perspective does not intend to
establish Christianity as a religion at
home within any culture and nation, it
certainly appears to be the goal. The
evangelical narrative contains the hope
that everyone finds Christ as his or her
savior, but it’s possible only by transplanting the Christian religious tradition. This ignores what Paul meant
when he said, “Or is God the God of
Jews only? Is he not the God of Gentiles, too? Yes, of Gentiles, too” (Rom.
3:29). He was able to take the Jewish
rabbi known as Jesus out of the Jewish
religion and give him to everybody,
regardless of his religion. No religion
of Christianity appears within the first
two hundred years after Christ; and, if
Greeks, Romans, Stoics and others did
not have to convert to another religion,
why are Buddhists required to convert
to another religion today?
On top of this, there is another apparent problem with this practice of
contextualization: when Christians

take elements of Buddhist traditions
and use them in their services, Buddhists regard this as theft. They see the
exchange, the superficial correspondence. There is considerable antiChristian sentiment among Buddhists
when Catholics call their churches
a wat (temple). Therefore, the idea
cannot simply be to take Buddhist
concepts like nirvana, dukkha, etc. and
reinterpret them as Christian concepts,
or take Buddhist ceremonies and label
them Christian by using them with
just slight adaptation. Yet, if followers
of Christ cannot use Buddhist concepts, they are stuck with the problems
mentioned above—a God stuck in a
karmic heaven and a Jesus being under
the power of karma, which presents
anything but a savior in Buddhist eyes.
But what if a Buddhist can freely use
his Buddhist concepts, in the same
way as Stoics used their Stoic concepts
and started following Christ? That
would require a change of narrative.

What Can Be Done Better?

Instead of extracting Buddhists from
their oikos, it is time to demonstrate
how Jesus can manifest himself within
an existing oikos without any religious
conversion (displacement). We are
seeing today that Hindus and Muslims
can follow Christ, each within their religious tradition, but Buddhists cannot?
In the spirit of Paul, who insisted that
no one had to become a Jew to follow
Christ, the same Christ has to be extracted from a traditional Christian religion and be given freely to all people
regardless of their religious, ethnic,
community or national context.20

Let’s apply the “oikos litmus test” to
our narratives: Are whole families following Christ? If not, then most likely
individuals have been separated from
their families and a foreign religious
community has taken on the role of
a substitute oikos. If Christ is not
manifested within an already existing
household, then we can legitimately
suspect that people have been converted to the Christian religion first
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hen Christians take elements of Buddhist
traditions and use them in their services,
Buddhists regard this as theft.

and foremost and not singularly to
Christ. This could unfortunately signal
that Christ is being misrepresented.
Is Christ proclaimed or is Christianity proclaimed? If Buddhists are not
allowed to follow Christ as Buddhists
outside the Christian hegemony,
Christianity can become the obstacle
to the good news.

which the Buddha has prepared the
way for Christ. But this will be the
Christ of Buddhists, not of Christians.24 The crucial question, of course,
is whether Christ followers will see
this as a legitimate way to engage
with Buddhists. Or will they simply
maintain a narrative that uses a Bible
translated for Christians and leaves
Buddhists to figure everything out for
themselves? What are the chances that
even the best learned Buddhist scholars can make sense of Christ when our
best educated Christian scholars present Jesus as being under karma?

The narrative that will move us
forward out of all these intertwined
problems is one that encourages us
to sit down and learn about Buddhist
traditions, to dig deeply into Buddhist philosophy, and understand the
underlying ideas with an open heart
and mind. But the foundational axiom
must be that God has revealed truth
to Buddha somehow. On that truth,
it is possible to build truth revealed
by Christ. The temptation of comparing religions must be withstood as it
leads to wrong results which are not
helpful at all. No one would get away
with a Jewish/Christian comparison
that constantly juxtaposed the prophet
Isaiah with Jesus in order to show that
Isaiah is inferior to Jesus and therefore
that Jews cannot follow Christ. Yet,
that is precisely what is being done
to Buddhists. Isaiah had tremendous
revelation about Christ even though
he did not have the full knowledge of
God. Both Isaiah and Buddha21 lived
hundreds of years before Christ, and,
to be fair, no one living before Jesus
could have known and understood
that Jesus’ death and resurrection
would render death powerless.22 No
narrative should be expected to compare Buddha to Christ. The question is
one of preparation, not of comparison
to prove superiority.23

Changing the Narrative

When a Buddhist who legitimately
owns his Buddhist concepts applies
them to the truth revealed through
Christ, he will find many ways in

My critique of this common evangelical narrative among Buddhists indicates the absolute necessity of scholarly engagement from the outset. The

The Buddhist scholar who comes to
mind and who has made significant
progress in this regard is Buddhadasa
Bhikku.25 He had to read between
the lines and navigate many Christian
misinterpretations in order to retrieve
some truth from the New Testament translations. But who worked
constructively together with him?
Hardly anyone. Even without help, his
insights can be regarded as the most
progressive understanding of biblical
truth from a Buddhist perspective;
but, in a few areas of interpretation he
still fell short of capturing the essence
of Christ. If thirty years ago Christ
followers had understood both biblical
truth and as much about the Buddhist
dhamma as Bhikku himself, they could
have dialogued with him and a lot of
obstacles would have been removed
from his path. This is simply to illustrate that Buddhists will not develop
a full and accurate understanding of
God and Christ if theological scholars
shy away from engaging with Buddhist scholars.
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essence and complexity of topics for
constructing a new bridge are far too
complicated for non-scholars to grasp.
Missionaries are eager to point out
that the average Buddhist can’t recall
the Five Precepts or the Four Noble
Truths—that Buddhist doctrines are
completely irrelevant for a Christian
witness that would save Buddhists. I
would say they are correct if the goal
behind their narrative is to convert
Buddhists to Christianity; but if our
narrative has the intention of portraying God and Christ faithfully and
accurately to Buddhists, then we must
engage with the conceptual world of
the Buddhist. This alternate narrative
will encourage us to find a way for
high-identity Buddhists to remain in
their oikos while embracing their new
identity in Christ.
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